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Abstract
Considering gravitino dark matter scenarios, we study constraints on the reheating temperature of inflation. We present the gauge-invariant
result for the thermally produced gravitino yield to leading order in the Standard Model gauge couplings. Within the framework of the constrained
minimal supersymmetric Standard Model (CMSSM), we find a maximum reheating temperature of about 107 GeV taking into account bound-state
effects on the primordial 6Li abundance. We show that late-time entropy production can relax this constraint significantly. Only with a substantial
entropy release after the decoupling of the lightest Standard Model superpartner, thermal leptogenesis remains a viable explanation of the cosmic
baryon asymmetry within the CMSSM.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V.
PACS: 98.80.Cq; 95.35.+d; 12.60.Jv; 95.30.Cq
Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
The observed flatness, isotropy, and homogeneity of the Uni-
verse suggest that its earliest moments were governed by infla-
tion [1,2]. The inflationary expansion is followed by a phase
in which the Universe is reheated. The reheating process re-
populates the Universe and provides the initial conditions for
the subsequent radiation-dominated epoch. We refer to the re-
heating temperature TR as the initial temperature of this early
radiation-dominated epoch of our Universe.
The value of TR is an important prediction of inflation mod-
els. While we do not have evidence for temperatures of the
Universe higher than O(1 MeV) (i.e., the temperature required
by primordial nucleosynthesis), inflation models can point to
TR well above 1010 GeV [2,3].
In this Letter we consider supersymmetric (SUSY) exten-
sions of the Standard Model in which the gravitino G˜ is the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) and stable because of
R-parity conservation. The gravitino LSP is a well-motivated
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Open access under CC BY license.dark matter candidate. As the gauge field of local SUSY trans-
formations and the spin-3/2 superpartner of the graviton, the
gravitino is an unavoidable implication of SUSY theories in-
cluding gravity [4]. Its interactions are suppressed by inverse
powers of the (reduced) Planck scale MP = 2.4 × 1018 GeV.
Its mass mG˜ results from spontaneous SUSY breaking and
can range from the eV scale up to scales beyond the TeV re-
gion [5].
While any initial population of gravitinos must be diluted
away by the exponential expansion during inflation [6], grav-
itinos are regenerated in scattering processes of particles that
are in thermal equilibrium with the hot primordial plasma. The
efficiency of this thermal production of gravitinos during the
radiation-dominated epoch is sensitive to TR [7–11]. Since the
resulting gravitino density ΩTP
G˜
is bounded from above by the
dark matter density Ωdm, upper bounds on TR can be derived
[8,12–15]. These bounds can be compared with predictions of
the reheating temperature TR from inflation models. Moreover,
TR is important for our understanding of the cosmic baryon
asymmetry. For example, successful standard thermal leptoge-
nesis [16] requires TR  109 GeV [17].
We update the TR limits using the full gauge-invariant re-
sult for the relic density of thermally produced gravitinos, ΩTP
G˜
,
to leading order in the Standard Model gauge couplings [11].
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gaugino-mass relation at the scale of grand unification MGUT 
2 × 1016 GeV.
We consider gravitino dark matter scenarios also in the
framework of the constrained minimal supersymmetric Stan-
dard Model (CMSSM) in which the gaugino masses, the scalar
masses, and the trilinear scalar interactions are assumed to take
on the respective universal values m1/2, m0, and A0 at MGUT.
Taking into account gravitinos from thermal production and
from late decays of the lightest Standard Model superpartner,
we provide new upper bounds on the reheating temperature in
the (m1/2,m0) plane for various values of mG˜. Previous stud-
ies of TR constraints within the CMSSM used the result of [10]
to explore the viability of TR  109 GeV [13,14]. Our study
presents also scans for TR as low as 107 GeV based on the re-
sult of [11] which includes electroweak contributions to thermal
gravitino production [18].
In the considered CMSSM scenarios with the gravitino LSP,
the next-to-lightest SUSY particle (NLSP) is either the lightest
neutralino χ˜01 or the lighter stau τ˜1.
1 Because of the extremely
weak interactions of the gravitino, the NLSP typically has a
long lifetime before it decays into the gravitino. If these de-
cays occur during or after big-bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), the
Standard Model particles emitted in addition to the gravitino
can affect the abundance of the primordial light elements. In-
deed, these BBN constraints disfavor the χ˜01 NLSP for mG˜ 
100 MeV [13,14,21]. For the slepton NLSP case, the BBN con-
straints associated with hadronic/electromagnetic energy injec-
tion have also been estimated and found to be much weaker but
still significant in much of the parameter space [13–15,21].
Only recently, it has been stressed that bound–state forma-
tion of long-lived negatively charged particles with the primor-
dial nuclei can affect BBN [22–25]. With the charged long-lived
stau NLSP, these bound–state effects also apply to the consid-
ered gravitino dark matter scenarios. In particular, a significant
enhancement of 6Li production has been found to imply se-
vere upper limits on the τ˜1 NLSP abundance prior to decay [22]
which strongly restricts the mass spectrum in the τ˜1 NLSP case
[26]. For generic parameter regions of the CMSSM, we show
that this constraint disfavors TR > 107 GeV and thereby suc-
cessful thermal leptogenesis.
Entropy production after decoupling of the NLSP and be-
fore BBN can weaken the BBN constraints significantly [27].
At the same time, the gravitino density is diluted which relaxes
the bounds on TR. We show explicitly the effect of entropy
production on the TR bounds. Here we consider the cases of
late-time entropy production before and after the decoupling
of the NLSP. Indeed, a relaxation of the TR bounds can ren-
der models of inflation with TR > 107 GeV viable in CMSSM
scenarios with gravitino dark matter. Since also a baryon asym-
metry generated in the early Universe is diluted, the temperature
required by thermal leptogenesis increases in a cosmological
scenario with late-time entropy production. Still, we find that a
1 For simplicity, we consider A0 = 0 in this Letter. For sizable |A0|, also the
lighter stop t˜1 can be the NLSP [19,20].sufficient amount of entropy production after NLSP decoupling
and before BBN can revive successful thermal leptogenesis.
2. Thermal gravitino production
Gravitinos with mG˜  1 GeV have decoupling temperatures
of T G˜f  1014 GeV, as will be shown below. We consider
thermal gravitino production in the radiation-dominated epoch
starting at TR < T G˜f assuming that inflation has diluted away
any initial gravitino population.2 For TR < T G˜f , gravitinos are
not in thermal equilibrium with the post-inflationary plasma.
Accordingly, the evolution of the gravitino number density nG˜
with cosmic time t is described by the following Boltzmann
equation [11]
(1)dnG˜
dt
+ 3HnG˜ = CG˜,
(2)CG˜ =
3∑
i=1
3ζ(3)T 6
16π3M2P
(
1 + M
2
i
3m2
G˜
)
cig
2
i ln
(
ki
gi
)
,
where H denotes the Hubble parameter. The collision term CG˜
involves the gaugino mass parameters Mi , the gauge couplings
gi , and the constants ci and ki associated with the gauge groups
U(1)Y, SU(2)L, and SU(3)c as given in Table 1. In expres-
sion (2) the temperature T provides the scale for the evaluation
of Mi and gi . The given collision term is valid for temperatures
sufficiently below the gravitino decoupling temperature, where
gravitino disappearance processes can be neglected. A primor-
dial plasma with the particle content of the minimal SUSY
Standard Model (MSSM) in the high-temperature limit is used
in the derivation of (2).
The collision term (2) results from a consistent gauge-
invariant finite-temperature calculation [11,18] following the
approach used in Ref. [10]. Thus, in contrast to the previous
estimates in [7,8], the expression for CG˜ is independent of arbi-
trary cutoffs. Note that the field-theoretical methods of [30,31]
applied in its derivation require weak couplings, gi  1, and
thus high temperatures T  106 GeV.
Assuming conservation of entropy per comoving volume,
the Boltzmann equation (1) can be solved to good approxi-
mation analytically [10,32]. At a temperature Tlow  TR, the
Table 1
The gauge couplings gi , the gaugino mass parameters Mi , and the constants ci ,
ki , yi , and β
(1)
i
associated with the gauge groups U(1)Y, SU(2)L, and SU(3)c
Gauge group i gi Mi ci ki (yi/10−12) β(1)i
U(1)Y 1 g′ M1 11 1.266 0.653 11
SU(2)L 2 g M2 27 1.312 1.604 1
SU(3)c 3 gs M3 72 1.271 4.276 −3
2 Taking a conservative point of view, we do not include gravitino production
in inflaton decays which can lead to a sizable yield of non-thermally produced
gravitinos depending on the inflation model; cf. [28,29] and references therein.
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YTP
G˜
(Tlow) ≡
nTP
G˜
(Tlow)
s(Tlow)
≈ CG˜(TR)
s(TR)H(TR)
=
3∑
i=1
yig
2
i (TR)
(
1 + M
2
i (TR)
3m2
G˜
)
(3)× ln
(
ki
gi(TR)
)(
TR
1010 GeV
)
,
where the constants yi are given in Table 1. These constants are
obtained with the Hubble parameter describing the radiation-
dominated epoch, Hrad(T ) =
√
g∗(T )π2/90T 2/MP, the en-
tropy density s(T ) = 2π2g∗S(T )T 3/45, and an effective num-
ber of relativistic degrees of freedom of g∗(TR) = g∗S(TR) =
228.75. We evaluate gi(TR) and Mi(TR) using the one-loop
evolution described by the renormalization group equation in
the MSSM:
(4)gi(T ) =
(
g−2i (mZ) −
β
(1)
i
8π2
ln
[
T
mZ
])−1/2
,
(5)Mi(T ) =
[
gi(T )
gi(MGUT)
]2
Mi(MGUT)
with the respective gauge coupling at the Z-boson mass,
gi(mZ), and the β(1)i coefficients listed in Table 1.
Without late-time entropy production, the gravitino yield
from thermal production at the present temperature T0 is given
by
(6)YTP
G˜
(T0) = YTPG˜ (Tlow).
The resulting density parameter of thermally produced graviti-
nos is
(7)ΩTP
G˜
h2 = mG˜YTPG˜ (T0)s(T0)h2/ρc
with the Hubble constant h in units of 100 km Mpc−1s−1 and
ρc/[s(T0)h2] = 3.6 × 10−9 GeV.
In Fig. 1 our result (3) for the thermally produced gravitino
yield YTP
G˜
(Tlow) is shown as a function of TR for various val-
ues of mG˜ (solid lines). The curves are obtained with m1/2 =
500 GeV for the case of universal gaugino masses at MGUT:
M1,2,3(MGUT) = m1/2. The dotted lines show the correspond-
ing results from the SU(3)c yield of Ref. [10] for M3 = m1/2,
which was used to study TR constraints on gravitino dark mat-
ter scenarios in Refs. [13–15]. We find that (3) exceeds the yield
derived from [10] by about 50%; cf. [11]. The dashed (blue in
the web version) horizontal line indicates the equilibrium yield
(8)Y eq
G˜
≡ n
eq
G˜
s
≈ 1.8 × 10−3
which is given by the equilibrium number density of a relativis-
tic spin 1/2 Majorana fermion, neq
G˜
= 3ζ(3)T 3/(2π2). For T >
T G˜f , g∗(T ) = g∗S(T ) = 230.75 since the spin 1/2 components
of the gravitino are in thermal equilibrium. In the region where
the yield (3) approaches the equilibrium value (8), gravitino
disappearance processes should be taken into account. This
would then lead to a smooth approach of the non-equilibriumFig. 1. The thermally produced gravitino yield (3) as a function of TR for
mG˜ = 10 MeV, 100 MeV, 1 GeV, 10 GeV, 100 GeV, and 1 TeV (solid lines
from left to right) and M1,2,3(MGUT) = m1/2 = 500 GeV. The dotted lines
show the corresponding yield obtained with the SU(3)c result for the collision
term of Ref. [10]. The dashed (blue in the web version) horizontal line indicates
the equilibrium yield of a relativistic spin 1/2 Majorana fermion.
yield to the equilibrium abundance. Without the backreactions
taken into account, the kink position indicates a lower bound
for T G˜f . Towards smaller mG˜, T
G˜
f decreases due to the in-
creasing strength of the gravitino couplings. For example, for
mG˜ = 1 GeV (10 MeV), we find T G˜f  1014 GeV (1010 GeV).
In the analytical expression (3) we refer to TR as the initial
temperature of the radiation-dominated epoch. So far we have
not considered the phase in which the coherent oscillations of
the inflaton field φ dominate the energy density of the Universe,
where one usually defines TR in terms of the decay width Γφ of
the inflaton field φ. To account for the reheating phase, we nu-
merically integrate (1) together with the Boltzmann equations
for the energy densities of radiation and the inflaton field,
(9)dρrad
dt
+ 4Hρrad = Γφρφ,
(10)dρφ
dt
+ 3Hρφ = −Γφρφ,
respectively; for details see Appendix F of Ref. [34].
With our result for the collision term (2), we find that the
gravitino yield obtained numerically is in good agreement with
the analytical expression (3) for
(11)TR 
[
90
g∗(TR)π2
]1/4√
ΓφMP
1.8
which satisfies Γφ  1.8Hrad(TR). For an alternative TR defini-
tion given by Γφ = ξ Hrad(TR),
(12)T ξR ≡
[
90
g∗(TR)π2
]1/4√
ΓφMP
ξ
,
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by the analytical expression obtained after substituting TR with√
ξ/1.8T ξR in (3).
While we focus on scenarios in which the gravitino is stable,
the yield (3) is also crucial to extract cosmological constraints
in scenarios with unstable gravitinos. Based on the result of [10]
and taking into account thermal gravitino production during
reheating, the following fitting formula was used to study con-
straints from decaying gravitinos in Refs. [33–35]:
YKKM
G˜
(Tlow)  1.9 × 10−12
(
TR
1010 GeV
)
×
[
1 + 0.045 ln
(
TR
1010 GeV
)]
(13)×
[
1 − 0.028 ln
(
TR
1010 GeV
)]
,
where TR was defined via Γφ = 3Hrad(TR). Comparing (13)
with our result after the matching of the TR definitions, we find
that our result exceeds the mG˜-independent yield (13) by about
30% for mG˜  Mi(TR). While the mG˜ dependence of YTPG˜ be-
comes negligible for decreasing Mi(TR)/mG˜, the yield (13) is
used for mG˜ as small as 100 GeV in Refs. [33–35]. As can be
seen in Fig. 1, the actual yield for mG˜ = 100 GeV is thereby un-
derestimated by about an order of magnitude. Accordingly, the
TR bounds given in [33–35] are underestimated in the region
mG˜ < 1 TeV.
3. Constraints on TR
The reheating temperature TR is limited from above in the
case of a stable gravitino LSP since ΩTP
G˜
cannot exceed the dark
matter density Ωdm [8,12–15]. In this Letter, we use [36,37]
(14)Ω3σdmh2 = 0.105+0.021−0.030
as obtained from the measurements of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) anisotropies by the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) satellite.3
In Fig. 2 we show the resulting upper limits on TR as a
function of mG˜. On the gray band, the thermally produced
gravitino density (7) is within the nominal 3σ range (14). The
upper (lower) gray band is obtained for M1,2,3 = m1/2 at MGUT
with m1/2 = 500 GeV (2 TeV). The dashed lines show the
corresponding constraints for the exemplary non-universal sce-
nario [39] M1/10 = M2/2 = M3 = m1/2 at MGUT and from the
requirement ΩTP
G˜
h2  0.126. Using the same requirement and
the result of [10] for M3 = m1/2, we obtain the dotted lines.
The electroweak contributions are particularly important for the
considered case of non-universal gaugino masses at MGUT. For
universal gaugino masses at MGUT, the TR limits derived with
the result of [10] provide already reasonable estimates.4
3 This nominal 3σ range is derived assuming a restrictive six-parameter
“vanilla” model. A larger range is possible—even with additional data from
other cosmological probes—if the fit is performed in the context of a more gen-
eral model [38].
4 Note that the dotted curve shown for m1/2 = 500 GeV in Fig. 2 is by about
a factor of 4 more severe than the TR limits shown in Figs. 5 and 6 of Ref. [14]Fig. 2. Upper limits on the reheating temperature TR. On the upper (lower)
gray band, ΩTP
G˜
for M1,2,3 = m1/2 = 500 GeV (2 TeV) at MGUT agrees
with Ω3σdm. The corresponding TR limits from the requirement Ω
TP
G˜
h2  0.126
shown by the dashed and dotted lines are obtained respectively with (3) for
M1/10 = M2/2 = M3 = m1/2 at MGUT and with the result of Ref. [10] for
M3 = m1/2 at MGUT.
The TR limits shown in Fig. 2 are conservative bounds that
do only depend on mG˜ and the Mi values at MGUT. Once de-
tails of the SUSY model realized in Nature are known, one will
be able to refine the limits by including contributions to ΩG˜
from NLSP decays. In the next section, we will account for this
non-thermal gravitino production in a systematic way within
the framework of the CMSSM.
4. Constraints on TR in the CMSSM
In the CMSSM, one assumes universal soft SUSY breaking
parameters at MGUT. The CMSSM yields phenomenologically
acceptable spectra with only four parameters and a sign: the
gaugino mass parameter m1/2, the scalar mass parameter m0,
the trilinear coupling A0, the mixing angle tanβ in the Higgs
sector, and the sign of the higgsino mass parameter μ.
Assuming A0 = 0 for simplicity, the lightest Standard Model
superpartner is either the lightest neutralino χ˜01 or the lighter
stau τ˜1. Indeed, most CMSSM investigations assume that χ˜01
is the LSP that provides dark matter; cf. [40] and references
therein. The parameter region in which mτ˜1 < mχ˜01 is usually
not considered because of the severe upper limits on the abun-
dance of stable charged particles [37]. In the gravitino LSP case,
in the region mG˜  10 GeV in which Ω
TP
G˜
governs the limits. This results from
an error in the computer code used in Ref. [14]. We thank L. Roszkowski for
clarification.
228 J. Pradler, F.D. Steffen / Physics Letters B 648 (2007) 224–235Fig. 3. Contours of YNLSP(T0) (solid black lines) and mNLSP (dotted blue lines) in the (m1/2,m0) plane for A0 = 0, μ > 0, tanβ = 10 (left panel) and tanβ = 30
(right panel). Above (below) the dashed line, m
χ˜01
< mτ˜1 (mτ˜1 < mχ˜01 ). The medium gray and the light gray regions at small m1/2 show the mass bounds
m
χ˜±1
> 94 GeV and mH > 114.4 GeV from chargino and Higgs searches at LEP [37].mτ˜1 < mχ˜01
can be viable since the lightest Standard Model su-
perpartner is unstable [13,14,25,41].
With the gravitino LSP, the lightest Standard Model super-
partner is the NLSP that decays into Standard Model particles
and one gravitino LSP. For mG˜  1 GeV, the NLSP decays after
its decoupling from the thermal plasma.5 Thus, the relic density
of the associated non-thermally produced gravitinos reads [42]
(15)ΩNTP
G˜
h2 = mG˜YNLSP(T0)s(T0)h2/ρc
(16)= mG˜
mNLSP
ΩNLSPh
2,
where mNLSP is the mass of the NLSP and YNLSP(T0) and
ΩNLSPh2 are respectively the yield and the relic density that
the NLSP would have today, if it had not decayed.
In Fig. 3 the solid (black) and dotted (blue in the web
version) lines show respectively contours of YNLSP(T0) and
mNLSP in the (m1/2,m0) plane for A0 = 0, μ > 0, tanβ = 10
(left panel) and tanβ = 30 (right panel). Above (below) the
dashed line, mχ˜01 < mτ˜1 (mτ˜1 < mχ˜01 ). The medium gray and
the light gray regions at small m1/2 are excluded respectively
by the mass bounds mχ˜±1 > 94 GeV and mH > 114.4 GeV from
chargino and Higgs searches at LEP [37]. The leftmost dotted
(blue in the web version) line indicates the LEP bound mτ˜1 >
81.9 GeV [37]. For tanβ = 30, tachyonic sfermions occur in
the low-energy spectrum at points in the white corner labeled
as “tachyonic.” We employ the FORTRAN program SuSpect
[43] to calculate the low-energy spectrum of the superparti-
5 The NLSP freezeout temperature can be estimated from its mass: T NLSPf 
mNLSP/20 [12]. Thus, TR  T NLSPf for TR > 106 GeV which is considered in
this Letter.cles and the Higgs bosons, where we use mt = 172.5 GeV for
the top quark mass. Assuming standard cosmology, the yield
YNLSP(T0) is obtained from the ΩNLSPh2 values provided by
the computer program micrOMEGAs [44].
The contours shown in Fig. 3 are independent of mG˜ and
TR. Therefore, they can be used to interpret the results shown
in the figures below. Note the sensitivity of both Yτ˜1(T0) and
mτ˜1 on tanβ . By going from tanβ = 10 to tanβ = 30, Yτ˜1(T0)
decreases by about a factor of two at points that are not in the
vicinity of the dashed line, i.e., that are outside of the τ˜1–χ˜01
coannihilation region. While mτ˜1 becomes smaller by increas-
ing tanβ to 30, the tanβ dependence of mχ˜01 is negligible.
Let us now explore the parameter space in which
(17)0.075ΩTP
G˜
h2 + ΩNTP
G˜
h2  0.126.
Now, TR and mG˜ appear in addition to the traditional CMSSM
parameters. We focus on mG˜  1 GeV since the soft SUSY
breaking parameters of the CMSSM are usually assumed to re-
sult from gravity-mediated SUSY breaking. However, we do
not restrict our study to fixed relations between mG˜ and the soft
SUSY breaking parameters such as the ones suggested, for ex-
ample, by the Polonyi model.
In Fig. 4 the light, medium, and dark shaded (green in the
web version) bands show the (m1/2,m0) regions that satisfy
the constraint (17) for TR = 107, 108, and 109 GeV, respec-
tively, where tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, μ > 0. The four panels are
obtained for the choices (a) mG˜ = 10 GeV, (b) mG˜ = 100 GeV,
(c) mG˜ = 0.2m0, and (d) mG˜ = m0. In the dark-gray region, the
gravitino is not the LSP. The regions excluded by the chargino
and Higgs mass bounds and the line indicating mχ˜01 = mτ˜1 are
identical to the ones shown in the left panel of Fig. 3. The dotted
J. Pradler, F.D. Steffen / Physics Letters B 648 (2007) 224–235 229Fig. 4. The (m1/2,m0) planes for tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, μ > 0, and the choices (a) mG˜ = 10 GeV, (b) mG˜ = 100 GeV, (c) mG˜ = 0.2m0, and (d) mG˜ = m0. In each
panel, the light, medium, and dark shaded (green in the web version) bands indicate the regions in which 0.075ΩG˜h2  0.126 for TR = 107, 108, and 109 GeV,
respectively. The medium gray and the light gray regions at small m1/2 are excluded respectively by chargino and Higgs searches at LEP. In the dark gray region,
the gravitino is not the LSP. The dotted lines show contours of the NLSP lifetime. Below the dashed line, mτ˜1 < mχ˜01
. With the τ˜1 NLSP, the region to the left
of the long-dash-dotted (red in the web version) line is cosmologically disfavored by bound-state effects on the primordial 6Li abundance [22]. The effects of late
hadronic energy injection on the primordial D abundance [15] disfavor the τ˜1 NLSP region between the short-dash-dotted (blue in the web version) lines in panel
(b) and the one above the corresponding lines in panels (c) and (d). The χ˜01 NLSP region above the dashed line, in which mχ˜01 < mτ˜1 , is cosmologically disfavored
by the effects of late electromagnetic/hadronic energy injection on the abundances of the light primordial elements [13,14,21,25,41].lines show contours of the NLSP lifetime. For the τ˜1 NLSP,
(18)ττ˜1  Γ −1(˜τ1 → G˜τ ) =
48πm2
G˜
M2P
m5
τ˜1
(
1 − m
2
G˜
m2
τ˜1
)−4
as obtained in the limit mτ → 0. For the χ˜01 NLSP, we calculate
τχ˜01
from the expressions given in Section IIC of Ref. [21].
The τNLSP contours in Fig. 4 illustrate that the NLSP de-
cays during/after BBN. Successful BBN predictions therefore
imply cosmological constraints on mG˜, mNLSP, and YNLSP
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NLSP region is completely disfavored for mG˜  1 GeV by con-
straints from late electromagnetic and hadronic energy injection
[13,14,21,25]. In the τ˜1 NLSP region, the constraints from elec-
tromagnetic and hadronic energy release are important but far
less severe than in the χ˜01 NLSP case. Thus, much of the τ˜1
NLSP region was believed to be cosmologically allowed [13–
15,21].
Recently, this picture has changed. It has been found that
bound-state formation of long-lived negatively charged τ˜1’s
with primordial nuclei can catalyze the production of 6Li sig-
nificantly [22,25]. Indeed, in most of the τ˜1 NLSP parameter
space, the associated bounds are much more severe than the
ones from late energy injection. Only for ττ˜1  103 s and mG˜ 
40 GeV, the constraints from hadronic energy release can be-
come more severe than the ones from catalyzed 6Li production
[25,26]. We thus consider both the constraint from catalyzed
6Li production derived in [22] and the one from late hadronic
energy injection derived in [15].6
For the constraint from bound-state effects on 6Li produc-
tion, we adopt the bounds given in Fig. 4 of Ref. [22] as ττ˜1 -
dependent upper limits on the yield of the negatively charged
staus, YNLSP/2. These bounds are obtained assuming a limiting
primordial abundance of [45]
(19)(6Li/H)p  2 × 10−11.
The resulting constraint disfavors the τ˜1 NLSP region to the left
of the long-dash-dotted (red in the web version) line shown in
Fig. 4.
For the constraint from late hadronic energy injection, we
use the upper limits on YNLSP that are given in Fig. 11 of
Ref. [15]. These limits are derived from a computation of the
4-body decay of the stau NLSP into the gravitino, the tau, and
a quark–antiquark pair.7 They are based on the severe and con-
servative upper bounds on the released hadronic energy (95%
CL) obtained in [34] for observed values of the primordial D
abundance of
(nD/nH)mean =
(
2.78+0.44−0.38
)× 10−5 (severe),
(nD/nH)high =
(
3.98+0.59−0.67
)× 10−5 (conservative).
In Fig. 4 the associated constraints are shown by the short-
dash-dotted (blue in the web version) lines. The D constraint
disfavors the region between the corresponding lines in panel
(b) and the region above the corresponding lines in panels (c)
and (d). In panel (a) the D constraint does not appear.8
6 For details on the other BBN bounds and the additional CMB bounds, we
refer the reader to the detailed investigations presented in Refs. [13,14,21,41,
46].
7 The 3-body estimate of the hadronic energy release given in Ref. [21] leads
to overly restrictive limits, as shown in Ref. [15].
8 Additional constraints on hadronic energy release are imposed by the pri-
mordial abundances of 4He, 3He/D, 7Li, and 6Li/7Li [25,34,47–50]. How-
ever, in the region allowed by the 6Li constraint from bound-state effects, i.e.,
ττ˜1  10
3 s, the considered D constraint on hadronic energy release is the dom-
inant one as can be seen in Figs. 38–41 of Ref. [34] and Figs. 6–8 of Ref. [50].Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4 (d), for tanβ = 30, A0 = 0, μ > 0, and mG˜ = m0.
Remarkably, one finds in each panel of Fig. 4 that the highest
TR value allowed by the considered BBN constraints is about
107 GeV. The bands obtained for TR  108 GeV are located
completely within the region disfavored by the 6Li bound. In
previous gravitino dark matter studies within the CMSSM that
did not take into account bound-state effects on the primor-
dial 6Li abundance, much higher temperatures of up to about
109 GeV were believed to be allowed [11,13,14].9
The constraint TR  107 GeV remains if we consider larger
values of tanβ . This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 for tanβ = 30,
A0 = 0, μ > 0, and mG˜ = m0. The shadings (colors in the web
version) and line styles are identical to the ones in Fig. 4.
Let us comment on the dependence of the considered BBN
constraints on the assumed primordial abundances of D and
6Li. As can be seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the constraint from late
hadronic energy release is quite sensitive on the assumed pri-
mordial D abundance. In contrast, even if we relax the restric-
tive 6Li bound on YNLSP/2 by two orders of magnitude, we still
find TR  107 GeV. For example, the 6Li constraint relaxed in
this way would appear in Fig. 4 (b) as an almost vertical line
slightly above m1/2 = 3 TeV.
While the constraint TR  107 GeV is found for each of the
considered mG˜ relations, one cannot use the 6Li bound to set
bounds on mτ˜1 without insights into mG˜. The 6Li bound dis-
appears for ττ˜1  103 s [22] which is possible even for mτ˜1 =
O(100 GeV) provided mG˜ is sufficiently small; see (18). How-
ever, the constraints on TR become more severe towards small
mG˜ as is shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the constraint TR  107 GeV
cannot be evaded by lowering mG˜ provided TR < T G˜f .
9 Note that our bands for TR = 109 GeV differ from the ones shown in
Refs. [13,14]; see footnote 4.
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inflation models and baryogenesis scenarios. This finding can
thus be important for our understanding of the thermal history
of the Universe.
5. Constraints on TR with late-time entropy production
The constraints shown above are applicable for a standard
thermal history during the radiation-dominated epoch. How-
ever, it is possible that a substantial amount of entropy is re-
leased, for example, in out-of-equilibrium decays of a long-
lived massive particle species X [2,51].10
If X lives sufficiently long, it might decay while its rest mass
dominates the energy density of the Universe. The associated
evolution of the entropy per comoving volume, S ≡ sa3, is de-
scribed by [2,51]
(20)dS
dt
= ΓXρXa
3
T
=
(
2π2
45
g∗
)1/3
ΓXρXa
4S−1/3
together with the Boltzmann equation (10) for φ = X and the
Friedmann equation governing the evolution of the scale factor
of the Universe a. Here ΓX and ρX denote respectively the de-
cay width and the energy density of X. Thus, the temperature
after the decay can be expressed in terms of ΓX,
(21)Tafter ≡
[
10
g∗(Tafter)π2
]1/4√
ΓXMP,
which satisfies ΓX = 3Hrad(Tafter). Indeed, primordial synthesis
imposes a lower limit on this temperature [55–58]:
(22)Tafter  0.7–4 MeV.
In Fig. 6 we show the evolution of S, a3ρX, and a3ρrad for
two exemplary scenarios respecting (22). The scale factor a is
normalized by aI ≡ a(10 GeV) = 1 GeV−1 and the temperature
dependence of g∗ is taken into account as determined in [59].
For ρX(10 GeV) = 0.1ρrad(10 GeV) and Tafter = 6 MeV, S in-
creases by a factor of Δ = 100 as shown by the correspond-
ing solid line. For ρX(10 GeV) = 8ρrad(10 GeV) and Tafter =
4.9 MeV, S increases by a factor of Δ = 104 as shown by the
corresponding dotted (blue in the web version) line.
We restrict our study to entropy production at late times,
Tbefore  Tlow  TR, so that the thermal production of grav-
itinos is not affected. To work in a model independent way,
we assume that the production of gravitinos and NLSPs in
the entropy producing event, such as the direct production in
decays of X, is negligible.11 Moreover, in this section, we
focus on scenarios in which the decoupling of the NLSP is
not or at most marginally affected by entropy production, i.e.,
either TR  Tafter  T NLSPf or ρrad  ρX for T  T NLSPf .
10 Gravitino dark matter scenarios with late-time entropy production have
been considered previously for gauge-mediated SUSY breaking where TR >
T G˜f [52–54].
11 The constraints discussed below shall therefore be considered as conserv-
ative bounds. For studies of gravitino production during an entropy producing
event, we refer to [60] and references therein.Fig. 6. Evolution of S, a3ρX, and a3ρrad as a function of T for the nor-
malization aI ≡ a(10 GeV) = 1 GeV−1. The solid lines are obtained for
ρX(10 GeV) = 0.1ρrad(10 GeV) and Tafter = 6 MeV, the dotted (blue in the
web version) lines for ρX(10 GeV) = 8ρrad(10 GeV) and Tafter = 4.9 MeV.
Thus, the thermally produced gravitino yield and—in the case
of entropy production after NLSP decoupling—also the non-
thermally produced gravitino yield are diluted:
(23)YG˜(Tafter) =
S(Tlow)
S(Tafter)
YG˜(Tlow).
In the case of late-time entropy production before the decou-
pling of the NLSP, we parameterize this by writing
(24)YTP
G˜
(T0) = 1
δ
YTP
G˜
(Tlow).
In this case, YNLSP(T0) and thereby ΩNTPG˜ and the BBN con-
straints remain unaffected.
Conversely, in the case of late-time entropy production after
the decoupling of the NLSP (and before BBN) both, YTP
G˜
(T0)
and YNLSP(T0), are reduced:
YTP
G˜
(T0) = 1
Δ
YTP
G˜
(Tlow),
(25)YNLSP(T0) = 1
Δ
YNLSP(Tlow).
Accordingly, ΩTP
G˜
and ΩNTP
G˜
become smaller and the BBN con-
straints can be relaxed.
In Fig. 7 we show how late-time entropy production before
(left) and after (right) NLSP decoupling affects the 6Li con-
straint and the region in which 0.075ΩG˜h2  0.126 for TR =
109 GeV. The (m1/2,m0) planes are considered for tanβ = 10,
A0 = 0, μ > 0, mG˜ = 100 GeV (upper panels) and mG˜ = m0
(lower panels). The dark shaded (dark green in the web version)
region is obtained without late time entropy production, δ =
Δ = 1. The medium and light shaded (medium and light green
in the web version) bands are obtained with a dilution of ΩTPG˜
232 J. Pradler, F.D. Steffen / Physics Letters B 648 (2007) 224–235Fig. 7. The effect of late-time entropy production before (left) and after (right) NLSP decoupling on regions in which 0.075ΩG˜h2  0.126 for TR = 109 GeV.
The (m1/2,m0) plane is shown for tanβ = 10, A0 = 0, μ > 0, mG˜ = 100 GeV (upper panels) and mG˜ = m0 (lower panels). The dark shaded (green in the web
version) region is obtained without late-time entropy production δ = Δ = 1. The medium and light shaded (green in the web version) bands are obtained with a
dilution of ΩTP
G˜
(ΩTP
G˜
+ ΩNTP
G˜
) by δ = 10 (Δ = 10) and δ = 100 (Δ = 100), respectively. The τ˜1 NLSP region to the right of the dot-dashed (red in the web
version) line is cosmologically disfavored by the primordial 6Li abundance. Other curves and regions are identical to the ones in the corresponding panels of Fig. 4.
The severe D constraint for Δ = 10 appears only in panel (d).(ΩTP
G˜
+ ΩNTP
G˜
) by δ = 10 (Δ = 10) and δ = 100 (Δ = 100),
respectively. The dot-dashed (red in the web version) line illus-
trates that the 6Li bound is independent of δ, as shown in the
panels on the left-hand side, and becomes weaker (i.e., moves
to the left) with increasing Δ, as shown in the panels on the
right-hand side. Other curves and regions are identical to the
ones in the corresponding panels of Fig. 4. Note that we do not
show the D constraint on late hadronic energy injection since itis not sensitive to δ and vanishes already for Δ = 10; an excep-
tion is the severe D constraint which still appears for Δ = 10 in
panel (d). BBN constraints on χ˜01 NLSP scenarios with entropy
production after NLSP decoupling will be studied elsewhere.
Comparing panels (b) and (d) of Fig. 4 with panels (a) and
(c) in Fig. 7, we find that a dilution factor of δ = 10 (100)
relaxes the TR bound by a factor of 10 (100). Since the BBN
constraints are unaffected by δ, the cosmologically disfavored
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NLSP decoupling, the relaxation of the TR constraints is more
pronounced. Here also the cosmologically disfavored range of
NLSP masses can be relaxed [27]. However, as can be seen in
panels (b) and (d) of Fig. 7, the 6Li bound is persistent. With
a dilution factor of Δ = 100, large regions of the (m1/2,m0)
plane remain cosmologically disfavored. For Δ  104, how-
ever, the 6Li bound can be evaded as will be shown explicitly
below.
Fig. 7 shows that inflation models predicting, for example,
TR = 109 GeV become allowed in the CMSSM with gravitino
dark matter for δ = Δ ≈ 100. Here it is not necessary to have
late-time entropy production in the somewhat narrow window
between NLSP decoupling and BBN. This is different for the
viability of thermal leptogenesis in the considered scenarios
(T G˜f > TR) and for collider prospects as discussed below.
6. Thermal leptogenesis in the CMSSM with gravitino
dark matter
The constraint TR  107 GeV obtained in the considered
CMSSM scenarios for a standard cosmological history strongly
disfavors thermal leptogenesis. However, if entropy is released
after NLSP decoupling, a dilution factor of Δ  104 can render
thermal leptogenesis viable for TR  1013 GeV.
Standard thermal leptogenesis usually requires TR  109
GeV [17]. However, late-time entropy production dilutes the
baryon asymmetry which is generated well before NLSP de-
coupling,
(26)η(Tafter) = 1
Δ
η(Tbefore).
Therefore, the baryon asymmetry before entropy production
must be larger by a factor of Δ in order to compensate for the
dilution. For Δ  104, this can be achieved in the case of hier-
archical neutrinos for MR1 ∼ TR  1013 GeV, as can be seen in
Fig. 7(a) of Ref. [61] and in Fig. 2 of Ref. [62]. Here MR1 is the
mass of the lightest among the heavy right-handed Majorana
neutrinos.
In Fig. 6 the dotted (blue in the web version) lines show
a scenario in which a dilution factor of Δ = 104 is generated
in the out-of-equilibrium decay of a heavy particle X. Because
of ρX(10 GeV) = 8ρrad(10 GeV), the Hubble rate can be en-
hanced already during the decoupling phase of the NLSP, which
leads to an increase of T NLSPf and YNLSP(T
NLSP
f ). In the results
shown below, we account for this by using a modified version
of the micrOMEGAs code.12 After entropy production, the net
effect is still a significant reduction of YNLSP(T0). For the same
initial conditions, Δ = 2 × 104—and thereby an additional re-
duction of YNLSP(T0) by a factor of two—can be achieved by
lowering Tafter from 4.9 MeV down to 2.5 MeV.
We consider these two scenarios for tanβ = 30, A0 = 0,
μ > 0, and mG˜ = m0, in Fig. 8. Here the shaded (green in
12 The YNLSP contours shown in Fig. 3 do not apply in this section.Fig. 8. The effect of entropy production after NLSP decoupling for
TR = 1013 GeV and Δ 104 in the (m1/2,m0) plane for tanβ = 30, A0 = 0,
μ > 0, and mG˜ = m0. The shaded (green in the web version) bands show
the region in which 0.075 ΩG˜h2  0.126 for Δ = 104 (dark) and 2 × 104
(medium). The dot-dashed (red in the web version) lines illustrate the cor-
responding evolution of the 6Li bound. For Δ = 104, the regions below the
associated two rightmost curves and to the right of the associated leftmost curve
are allowed. For Δ = 2 × 104, the region below the line labeled accordingly is
cosmologically allowed.
the web version) bands indicate the region in which 0.075 
ΩG˜h
2  0.126 for TR = 1013 GeV and Δ = 104 (dark) and
2 × 104 (medium). In addition, the corresponding evolution
of the 6Li bound is shown by the dot-dashed (red in the web
version) lines. For Δ = 104, the regions below the associated
two rightmost curves and to the right of the associated leftmost
curve are allowed. For Δ = 2×104, the cosmologically allowed
region is the τ˜1 NLSP region below the line labeled accordingly.
The gray regions are identical to the ones in Fig. 5.
We find that the 6Li bound cannot be evaded for the tanβ =
10 scenarios even for Δ = 2 × 104 since YNLSP(T0) becomes
larger. However, the 6Li bound given in Fig. 4 of Ref. [22]
depends linearly13 on the assumed limiting primordial abun-
dance (19) that is subject to uncertainties; cf. Ref. [50]. Ac-
cordingly, for a limiting abundance that is a factor of two above
the value given in (19), one obtains the 6Li bound labeled with
Δ = 2 × 104 in Fig. 8 for the scenario with tanβ = 30 and
Δ = 104.
Scenarios with successful thermal leptogenesis in the τ˜1
NLSP region are located preferably on the dark-shaded (dark
green in the web version) band and in the white corner to its
left, in which even slightly higher values of TR are possible
for Δ = 104. For TR = 1013 GeV and Δ  104, the generated
13 We thank M. Pospelov for bringing this point to our attention.
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observed baryon asymmetry.
As can be seen in Fig. 8, the τ˜1 NLSP region with 500 GeV
m1/2  700 GeV, where mτ˜1  200 GeV (cf. Fig. 3), is no
longer disfavored by the 6Li bound provided Δ  104. Such
scenarios are particularly promising since the long-lived τ˜1
NLSP could provide striking signatures of gravitino dark matter
at future colliders [63–66].
7. Conclusion
Using the full gauge-invariant result for ΩTP
G˜
to leading order
in the Standard Model gauge couplings [11], we have stud-
ied bounds on TR from the constraint ΩG˜ Ωdm. Our results
take into account the dependence of ΩTP
G˜
on the masses of
the gauginos associated with the Standard Model gauge group
SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y. This has allowed us to explore the
dependence of the TR bounds on the gaugino-mass relation at
the scale of grand unification MGUT.
Within the CMSSM, we have explored gravitino dark mat-
ter scenarios and the associated TR bounds for mG˜  1 GeV
and for temperatures as low as 107 GeV. Taking into account
the restrictive constraint from bound-state effects of long-lived
negatively charged staus on the primordial 6Li abundance [22],
we find that TR  107 GeV is the highest cosmologically viable
temperature of the radiation-dominated epoch in case of a stan-
dard thermal history of the Universe. This imposes a serious
constraint on model building for inflation. Moreover, thermal
leptogenesis seems to be strongly disfavored in the considered
regions of the CMSSM parameter space.
With late-time entropy release, the obtained limit TR 
107 GeV can be relaxed. For example, the dilution of the ther-
mally produced gravitino yield by a factor of 10 relaxes the TR
bound by about one order of magnitude in regions where ΩTP
G˜
dominates ΩG˜. In the case of entropy production after NLSP
decoupling, the yield of the NLSP prior to its decay, YNLSP,
is reduced so that the BBN constraints can be weakened. Al-
though the 6Li bound is persistent, we find that it disappears
provided YNLSP is diluted by a factor of Δ 104.
We have discussed the viability of thermal leptogenesis in
a cosmological scenario with entropy production after NLSP
decoupling. We find that successful thermal leptogenesis can be
revived in generic regions of the CMSSM parameters space for
MR1 ∼ TR  1013 GeV and Δ 104, where MR1 is the mass of
the lightest among the heavy right-handed Majorana neutrinos.
Remarkably, for a dilution factor of Δ  104, the τ˜1 NLSP
region with mτ˜1  200 GeV reopens as a cosmologically al-
lowed region in the CMSSM with the gravitino LSP. A long-
lived τ˜1 in this mass range could provide striking signatures of
gravitino dark matter at future colliders [63–66].
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